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tory pott» 

References to dollars (t) are to United Statai dollars, unless 

otharviM stated. 

The monetary unit in Hungary is the forint (Ft).    During the period 

oovered by the report, the values of the forint in relation to the Unittd 

States dollar were |1 - Ft 40 (cowsercial rate) and $1 • Ft 20.63 (non- 

ooanercial rate). 

A full stop (.)  is uBed to indicate decimals. 

A oonaa (,) is usad to distingui eh thousands and aillions. 

Totals may not add precisely because of rounding. 

The following abbreviations are used in this reporti 

CHA Council for Mutual Economic Assistano« 

DM Zero Defect 

NC *inHsé*gi CiptJgyár (quality shoe faotory) 

MaKT Quality control organisation 

The designations employed and the presentation of the sat erial la this 

publication do not imply the expression of any opinion what soever on the part 

of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any 

oountryt territory, city or area or of ita authorities, or concerning the 

delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. 

Mention of firms nastes and commercial products does not iaply the 

endorsement of the United Rations Industrial Development Organisation 

(WIDO). 
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ABSTRACT 

The Hungarian foot-wear industry, within which the leading part is played 

by th« Mindslgi Cipögylr (MC)  (quality shoe factory) group, has on the whole 

been unable to achieve a strong competitive position on world markets, despite 

th« solid quality of its products.    To remedy this situation,  tha Oov«rnm«nt of 

Hungary wishes to upgrada shot production in tarais of styl a,  fashion and fini ah, 

to increase output, and to organist the MC along lines which could serva as a 

•odal to other factories in the industry.    With this end in view, a request for 

th« project entitled "Foot-wear Development" (DP/teUl/75/ooi) waa submitted by 

th« Hungarian authorities in March 1975 and approved by UMDP in May 1975, with 

tha Hungarian Ministry of Light  Industry designated as th« government counter- 

part agency and th« Unit«d Mations Industrial D«v«lop»«nt Organisation (UMIDO) 

as th« executing agency. 

This report was prepared as part of the above-nent io aed project during th« 

•Xpert's four-month aission to Hungary fro» Deoember 1975 to Maroh 1976.   A 

follow-up mission by the «xpert has been suggested for 1977.    Th« «min oonclu- 

•ion of the report is that a restructured, modernised and mor« «ffioi«nt MC 

which assigned a major role to its marketing depart sent, geared production to 

demand and fashion trends in both eastern and western countries, and produced 

higher-quality goods, would lead to a substantial improvement im the competitive 

position of the Hungarian shoe industry. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Hungarian foot-wear industry, which has a total annual production of 

approximately 45 million pairs and employs about 60,000 workers,  satisfies mar- 

ket requirements only to a limited extent,  owing to  its relatively obsolete 

•odea of production and its inability to adapt to changing demand.    It is there- 

fore unable to compete effectively on world markets,   although its major exporter, 

the MinSsegi CipSgyár (MC)   (quality shoe factory)  group,  maintains a consistent 

Btandard of quality in conservative styles,  over half of its output being exported, 

mainly to countries belonging to the Council "or Mutual Economic Assistance (CMFA). 

To remedy this situation,   the Hungarian Government,   as part of its five-year plan 

for the period 1976-I98O,   intends to increase and upgrade foot-wear production 

considerably, and to modernizo the industry so as to achieve greater efficiency 

and adaptability to the rapidly-changing and highly fashion-conscious western 

J markets.    To that end,   it  submitted in March 1975 a request for the project en- 

titled »Poot-wear Development" (liP/nTJN/75/OOl)', which was approved by UNDP  in 

I May I975,  with the Hungarian Ministry of Light Industry designated as government 

counterpart agency and UNIDO as executing agency.    The original budget  proposal« 

I provided for government  and UNDP contributions of respectively 182,160 and 
172,550. 

e This report covers a four-month mission carried out by the foot-wear market- 

s' ing expert within the framework of the project.    The duties of «n expert were 

I the following:    to assist the project manager in introducing a modern marketing 

system into the MC management structure;  to assess the prospects for increasing 

foot-wear sales on both domestic and foreign markets,  and to advise on the means 

J of achieving that goal;   to work closely with the shoe design expert in preparing 

otyles and designs for western markets,  and in co-ordinating his efforts with thos 

J those of othar technical experts; and to work with national counterparts and ad- 

vise on modem trends in the marketing of fashion foot-wear. 

j The report analyses and evaluates  :>. existing situation, with special em- 

phasis on marketing,  and deals with such related problems as the following: 

I leather and raw materials,  production,  improvements and euality control,   styling, 

•odelling and finishing,  the availability of qualified personnel, labour shortages 

and training.    Rüther useful information on the over-all  situation of the MC is 
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providtd in F. 0. Bailey's report of Nay 1974, and on the leather industry 

in fonerai and the Pica tannery in particular,  in B. 0. Lunden'a report of 

Moveaber 1975, both of which are on file at UMIDO.   The reoosttendations con- 

tained in thio report, together with those of other project reporte ooapleted 

or in preparation, are expected to contribute to the achievement of the objec- 

tives for which the project war initiated, and for which UNIDO ia considering 

the provision of further technical assistance. 

. 
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I.    PROJECT BACKGROUND 

The shoe industry in Hungary produces annually about 45 million pairs in 

about 80 factories, workshops and co-operatives and employs about 60,000 workers 

earning an average annual salary of 30,000 forints.    The 7 major enterprises, 

state-owned and controlled by the Ministry of Light Industry,  ensure about fOft 

of total production,  over 50$ ot which is exported, primarily to the Council for 

Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA)  countries under long-term contracts aid at 

stable prices. 

The MinÖBegi CipSgyár (MC)  is the result of the merger of 8 factories and 

manufacturing units in Budapest and other parts of the country.    Their produc- 

tion in 1975 reached 6.5 million pairs, 3.9 million (60jC) of which waB exported 

to eastern countries and roughly 40$ sold on the domestic market.   Only 6,000 

pairs have been sold this year to western countries, a sharp decrease as com- 

pared with previous years. 

The MC  has a work force of about 5»200 employees.      It forecast a produc- 

tion of 7,300,000 pairs in 1976,  3,700,000 of which would be for export to CMEA 

countries,   3,000,000 for the domestic market, and 600,000 for export to western 

countries.    It is hoped, however,  that the figure of 7.5 million pairs will be 

reaohed, the additional production being reserved for export. 

Kore detailed data about production,  sales, best-selling lineB, prices and 

returns for the last 6 years are found in annex I. 

The price structure,  inventories, purchase of new equipment and machinery, 

and investments in general are controlled by the Ministry of Light Industry. 

For the time being,  the most important single customer, Ramo export (an organi- 

sation in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republios with responsibilities in the 

fiald of foreign trade), seems satisfied with the traditional, solid, heavy look 

and conservative shoe, which it is choosing for 1977i with only a minor part of 

the oontraot including more fashion-oriented models.. Iven for leathers and 

oolour, the choice seems limited, with patent leathers and whites predominating. 

Sinoe this line represents roughly 60fL of the total production of the MC,  it moat 

obviously be continued, with the necessary teohnioal improvements and better 

quality oontrol, as long as there is a demand for it from suoh a valuable oustomer. 

However, in planning for the future consideration must be given to changes whioh 

are bound to take place.   Definite signs of ohange have already emerged on the 

'heme market, where, following world market trends, there is greater demand for 

BSBSBSBl 
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fashion «ho«!, batter quality and finishing, and nor« attractive foot-wear. 

It la therefore olear that production at HC auat he geared to euch demand. 
« 

With regard to increased exporte to western countries, which is the nain 

concern of this project, iaproved technology and updated production méthode will 

have to be applied to reduoe nan-hours per pair,  enforce higher quality stan- 

dards, obtain suitable leather, ensure better workmanship, speed up the 

decision-making process,  so very important when dealing with weetern markets, 

and upgrade the product. 

Market research and analysis should play an important part in planning 

for the future and determining market trends and requirements, provide a link 

between top management and the production process, and help to eetablish fore- 

oasts.   Management at all levila of the MC ie well aware of the need for im- 

provement e to satisfy the large eastern export demand and to carry out the 

equally urgent task of meeting future domestic and weetern production require- 

ments. 

It should be noted that while German is widely ueed and understood in 

Hungary, delays do oeeur in the gathering of information and the preparation 

of translations. 

A 
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li.   FINDINGS 

General observations 

This report seeks to give the most complete picture of the MC with regard 

to the following matterai    current collections,  styling and shoe design; 

available raw materials, primarily leather;   production methods;  workmanship, 

labour;  quality and quality control;  marketing? and customer returns. 

In the  course of his mission the expert held very frank and useful   talks 

with officxals of the Ministry,  various sales and supply organisations 

and other shoe manufacturers.    The fullest  cooperation was extended to him 

at all  levels of the MC in assembling the material  on the basis of which the 

suggestions and recommendations  contained in this report are made. 

Comments and suggestions were discussed at one time or another with member« 

of the staff and management of the MC, the  main purposes of which were the 

following!    to update and improve production so as to obtain higher^uality 

shoes; to achieve greater flexibility, as reflected in the ability to satisfy 

cuBtomer needs, to study domestic and foreign market trends,   to become compe- 

titive on world markets in terms of quality, design and finish, and to work 

towards obtaining a bigger share  of western export  markets. 

A work programme was drawn up including the following participant« 

one expert to assist the counterpart in footgear design and pnttern making; 

one expert  in foot-wear production, primarily upper-stitching; one expert 

in process and quality control;  and one marketing expert (the writer of this 

report).      All four experts were to co-ordinate their findings and implement 

suggestions under the guidance of the project manager.   A three-month training 

programme for three Hungarian technicians was also planned, to enable them to 

work and acquire practical experience abroad. 

Since    the recruitment of international expert, was delayed, this r«port 

covers only the activities of the marketing expert. 

Apart from technical problems or shortcoming« and the .omewhat rigid 

.truoture of management, which cause deci.ionHmJcin« to b. .lower and flexibility 

1... than would be de.irable, a shortage of labour, »killed labour in particular, 

represent, a seriou. handicap for future development.   A »ora dynamic marketing 
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organisation within the framework of the MC would help both to obtain vital 

data on needs and to establish guidelines,  which in turn should have the 

widest use in planning and forocasting at MC. 

Exports to western markets have decreased lately, in large part because 

of dependence on imports of rawhides, chemicals and colours from western countries, 

which resulted in increased prices in Hungary, owing to its closer alignment 

with the inflationary world market prices, and in reduced competitiveness in 

relation to foreign manufacturers. ThiB development emphasizes the need to 

upgrade local production and try to compete with higher-çrieed fashion lines 

of better quality and finish. 

A preliminary report was submitted by the expert  on  20 December 1975 and 

a progress report on 30 January 1976, both dealing with the project and giving 

timetables o* the meetings and discussions which took place. 

Styling and modelling 

The styling and modelling department    belongB to the technical management 

services and has recently been reorganised under the name of Product Development, 

with a staff of about 72.    Five designers and one apprentice designer are the 

key meiibers of this group,  which is producing about  2,000 samples each year, 

covering the whole range of shoes manufacutred by the MC,  primarily ladies', 

girls1 and children's shoes (produced by the Aurora plant  since the beginning 

of 1976).    For the eastern market alone,  about 500 samples are presented, about 

one third of which will be selected.    The  styling and modelling group occasionally 

visits foreign shows and trade fairs, has access to fashion journals, and is 

generally aware of fashion trends« 

In theory, guidelines for the creation of new samples come from the 

Technical Director, who in. turn receives instructions from the Commercial 

Director and the marketing department. The decision to accept a proposal sample 

for a new line of foot-wear is made at  jury meetings held at irregular intervals, 

as the need arises, to consider the models proposed.    In addition to the designers 

and the Technical Director,  who presides over the meetings,  representatives 

of the commeroial and sales department,  and of the quality control and technical 

development services also attend. The decision to accept  or reject a given model 

is largely determined by preliminary statistical surveys and forecasts.    The ] 
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technical and production sides 3eem to be more strongly represented at these 

sessions than the commercial or marketing services.    For the home market an 

average collection consists of 60 % low-priced,   30 % medium-priced,  and lOft 

higher-priced shoes. 

The styling team is both knowledgeable and capable of producing samples 

of any type of fashion, but is largely limited by the  following factors:     in- 

sufficient advance  information concerning demand;  available supplies of raw 

materials, ornaments or accessories;  the problem of prices; production diffi- 

culties; and the  overwhelming influence of excessively conservative styling 

requirements in the  eastern markets. 

It is already apparent that  the home market  is much more fashion-conscious 

and  seeks foot-wear of better finish and higher quality.    Despite the  fact 

that  over 50$ of MC  production is  3old to the conservative CMEA market,  where 

the heavy look in foot-wear still  seems to be predominant,  on long-term contracts 

and  at  prices fixed   for years in advance,  changes must be expected in the  future 

towards more modern  trends,  softer natural-drained leathers and up-to-date 

fashion lines.    The  CMEA. customer also visits international trade shows and 

is certainly well  aware of world market trends.    The MC should therefore be 

prepared to cope with the change  in demand when it eventually occurs.    In this 

connexion,  see annex II for the October 1975 timetable  of Tannimpex,  the official 

body which deals exclusively with  imports and exports for the leather and shoe 

industry. 

Since fashion in general is rapidly becoming more and more world-wide  in 

scope,   foot-wear manufacture, as an important accessory to the garment  industry, 

must  be given serious consideration in planning for the  future,  so as to remain 

in line with world market trends and to meet  future demand for quality goods 

and up-to-date styling. 

Leather 

A great many complaints from different sources are voiced about upper 

leather for ladies*   shoes.    The consequences of the use of poor-quality or 

unsuitable leather may be clearly 3een in the production proceas and the 

finished product.     Discrepancies too often exist between samples and actual 

deliveries, such as colour differences, irregular thicknesses and, most often, 

a hard stiff finish which makes the leather hardly suitable for better-grade 

lightweight shoes.   The importance of a suitable and acceptable quality of 

J 
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upper leather for upgrading shoe production cannot be  stressed enough.    It will 

require the co-operation,  goodwill and understanding of the entire industry to 

oope with this crucial problem. 

The tanneries should not ignore the changing trends and the demand for a 

softer finish and lightweight and natural-grained leather, since they too visit 

international shows and trade fairs, and must be aware of current requirements. 

They should therefore assist the local shoe industry in their task of upgrading 

production.    Although slightly higher prices will have to be paid for better- 

quality raw hides,  the difference will be largely compensated for by obtaining 

a better-finiBhed and upgraded product. 

Account should a] so be taken of the fact that corrected leather is less 

and lesB used in western production«. Although it shows fewer defects and is 

easier to cut, owing to its stiff finish it is much less suitable for modern 

production requirements.    Moreover, the standards and rigid ruleB applied 

to the local industry since I964 are more relaxed in the West* 

Even the CUBA market is already showing distinct signs of a trend towards 

softer leathers.    In fact, a heavy look does sot necessarily mean better quality, 

which should be kept in mind when promoting lighter,  natural-grained and softer 

leathers for lightweight  fashion   »hoes. 

According to information from the Leather and Shoe Institute, preliminary 

talks have taken place with the Bureau of Standards with a view to a revision 

of current rules and regulations so as to bring them more into line -with modern 

conceptB and western standards (in this oonnexion,  see annex III).    The sooner 

the industry adapts    itself to these changes and to current world trends, the 

quicker improvements will take plaoe and enable the Hungarian shoe industry to 

compete well on world markets. 

With regard to leather quality controls, these are carried out in the 

tanneries from whioh deliveries are made.   %ualities are downgraded as necessary^ 

but, owing to tight production schedules, rarely rejeoted.   It should also be 

noted that the cutting TOO« is not made tuffioently aware of the need to watoh 

for Buoh deliveries. 
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Although the MC  is primarily interested in increasing exports and conquering 

foreign markets with leather shoes of higheri cfuality and better workmansh.   , 

improved synthetics and their usefulness  for certain types of shoes should not 

be ruled out.    The  local  industry (in particular,  the Qraboplast plant)  seems 

to be very competent and progressive, and a greater use  of artificial  leathers 

may well be contemplated in the future. 

Technological developments and improvements in this  fairly young industry 

should be followed and evaluated by MG.    Since nearly 30 per cent of the  leather 

currently in use  is already artificial, and taking into account world natural 

leather shortages and inflationary prices for this commodity, a higher-quality 

artificial  leather might well  find increasing applications (in this connexion, 

see the report of  J. p. L0ntz on file at UNIDO). 

Production, productivity and workmanship 

Since three  other UNIDO experts under the leadership of the project  manager 

were expected to deal  with problems relating to design and styling, process 

control,  stitching,   cutting and quality control,  attention will here be  focused 

on the  following questions:    the labour shortage;  workers«  discipline and 

training; and upgrading production in general.    Some of the productivity problems 

seem to arise  from the  fact that MC production facilities are located in eight 

different places and  factories, and that  to deal with this situation requires a 

highly integrated    strategy and close co-ordination.    Deliveries of raw materials 

from central warehouses and of half-finished goods to other production units 

have to be timed and controlled,  which in itself is not  an easy taBk.    However, 

the MC factories include on their staff a number of very capable and knowledgeable 

technicians who could greatly contribute to the achievement of increased pro- 

ductivity, to the analysis of existing procedures,  and to other improvements 

which could lead to time savings and greater efficiency. 

The shortage of labour is of courne a very real problem for local industry, 

not only in Budapest,  but throughout the country.    Since the shoe industry is 

still labour-intensive,  labour-saving devices of all types will have to be 

considered to alleviate this situation.    Worker discipline is another area in 

whioh improvements would be welcome,  since a number of production'probi« 

may be traced to faulty discipline. 
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duality control 

In endeavouring to improve production from the raw material to the finished 

product,  and,  on the basis of improved technology, to give a more attractive 

appearance and finish to MC shoes,  in other words, to upgrade the whole line, 

whether it   is intended for the domestic market or for export, quality control 

will have  an important  role to play in establishing and enforcing higher quality 

Btandarda.     It will help to achieve a substantial reduction in the number of 

rejects and the security pairage,  which is so difficult  to sell, and to ensure 

that only perfect shoes leave the factory.    In this way,  it is hoped that a 

solution will be  found,  at least  in part, to the serious problems of customer 

complaints and returns, which cost the entire industry,  and MC in particular, 

a great deal of time and money which should and could be put to more productive 

uses. 

Quality control for leather is carried out at the tanneries for shoes at 

all stages cf production, by means of effective and continuing laboratory 

tests and analysis of raw materials,  leather, cement,  etc.    But the excessive 

number cf  rejects  still has to be reduced to below 1%,     Only then will it be 

possible to hold customer complaints and returns within normal limits. 

The  current procedure  is to check the shoes on the  conveyor and before 

packing by MC personnel.    Por export to eastern countries an additional spot 

check is carried out by MEHT, an independent quality control organisation 

(average rejects»     2.3$i and by agents sent from the  local wholesale houses 

for their consignments (average rejects»     2.9JC). 

Market ing 

This department, consisting of only one man and his secretary, is unfor- 

tunately playing only a minor role within the MC.   About     20jt of its aotivity 

is related to marketing, whereas a more important part   of its time is aipent 

on oustomer returns and complaints, and the preparation of sales and raw 

materials contracts. 

With regard to work in the field of marketing, at present the main activities 

are the following! 

(a) Every 2 months a report containing findings and suggestions is compiled 
and presented to the commercial director, who distributes relevant paragraphs 
to the interested departments  or persons for further information and action} 
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(b) Information regarding the domestic export  markets ia collected from 
available sources (retailers,  wholesalers and Tannimpex); 

(c) Twice a year, and  just before the creation of the new line, the 
tanneries are  invited to present their new samples  or materials for display 
to the  interested partieB at  the MC; 

(d) Twice a year the trade faire and once a year the international autumn 
fairs are organised in co-operation with the sales and styling departments and 
with Tannimpex; 

(e) Occasional advertisements in newspapers  or on television are arranged; 

(f) Arrangements for the display of samples are made with the Fashion 
Institute and the Marketing Institute in Budapestf 

(g) The sample room of the MC is also under the control of the marketing 
department; 

(h) So far one opinion poll haß been organised,  at the I975 international 
autumn fair, and quite interesting results were collected and communicated to 
management • 

It would take too long to mention here all the  suggestions and ways and 

means of establishing an efficient marketing department.    A complete programme 

and appropriate guidelines are therefore given in annex IV, and a tentative 

organisât ional chart for such a department in annex V«    It will be up to the 

management to evaluate these  findings and recommendations, and to give marketing 

the role in the MC organiiation which it justly deserves. 

One of the principal functions of management  is to plan ahead,to anticipate 

new trends and developments,  to follow the dynamic and fast-moving evolution 

of technology, to recognize market needs and demand,   and to prepare for the 

satisfaction of those needs,  on the basta of the moat  complete and reliable 

information available. 

It  is particularly with the help of marketing that plans should be made 

to keep in line with future world market trends, and to organise production 

facilities and development in relation to customer need« and customer demand. 

For this important task, an efficient and dynamio marketing organisation can 

make a crucial contribution to the efforts of top management to work out specific 

targets and strategys, by determining short-term or long-term trends and 

requirements, and could be a very useful link between production and the 

commeroial department, by facilitating the preparation of estimates and forecasts. 

In fact, under the prevailing conditions,  in which the major part of NO 

production is sold under long-ter« contracts on the  eastern and domestic markets, 

rather than being limited and regulated by production capacity and prices, 

- 
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marketing has not the same importance or significance as in the United States 

of America or on western markets.    There is not the same fierce competition 

and struggle for survival locally as is generally encountered on world markets. 

Moreover, the long-term contracts,  the quota system and the  quasi monopolistic 

position of the MC in the Hungarian shoe industry helps to explain why the 

MC,  at least so far, has not been market-oriented.    The  situation must however 

be considered      in terms of future changes and developments,  because of the 

dynamic evolution of all industrial enterprises and the ever    rising standards 

of living, which    makes the consumer increasingly conscious of fashion and 

quality, even though the home  market  is currently buying up to the  full amount 

of its quota and eastern importers are still somewhat  conservative  in their 

tastes* 

In determining the needs of the consumer on the basis of continuing market 

research and analysis, the MC should be alive to changing trends, and not allow 

itself to be overtaken by them. 

Customer returns and claims 

The problem of returns and claims currently tolerated    and accepted on the 

home market dates back to I964,  when a law was enacted to protect the consumer. 

Since then the consumer has been readily exploiting the weaknesses of the system 

and causing the stores and factories substantial losses xn time and money.    It 

aeems that abuses outnumber legitimate complaints about defective shoes.    Com- 

parisons between shoes returned from the export  or home markets with those 

returned through customer complaints at the retail  level should give the right 

picture and confirm the need to reconsider the legislation in force. 

While certain types or categories of shoes are  made  for work,  for evening 

Mear or for    relaxation, and should be used as  such,   in general any shoe  subjected 

to excessi**wear and tear and overuse is finally likely to give out, and this 

must be considered when dealing with customer claims.    By I96I the average 

figure for returns was only 0.3jt.    Since I964, when the new regulations 

oame into effect, returns have been approved under the following four conditions« 

•imple return and exchange; return and money back;  repairs of defective shoes; 

and price reductions.    In fact,  only the first two conditions have been widely 

invoked.    This polipy on returns was greatly publicized by the radio and the 

press, and affected 3.2}t of production by 1975i 60^ of which involved ladies! 

fashion shoes.    Another significant fact is that returns occur mostly at the 

•ad of a season, and reach their peak 3 months after the date of purchase. 
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On the other hand,  it must not be forgotten that with the introduction   of 

synthetic soles (polyurethane and others) a few years ago, about"*» per '¿tat,- 

of ladiest shoes are now produced with cemented soles and new technologies.. 

It this respect, very significant data is provided by the Leather and Shoe 

Institute, which found that for a given batch of returns over 50 per cent of 

thses shoes could have been repaired  in 10 minutes or less and with very little 

work involved.    According to figures received from the MC factory,  laboratory 

tests  for sole adhesion are conducted for 3 kg/cm,  which is higher than the 

usual ratio (2.6 kg/cm), and the MC still had returns amounting to 8.3 < for 
1975. ^ 

The above^nnntioned points will have to be given serious consideration 

if à solution is to be found to a problem of such crucial    importance to the 

entire industry, and if the abuses are to be separated from the real and justified 

complaints.    Since the return of 170,000 pairs coat the MC roughly Ft 40 

million in 1975, not counting the number of workor. and employées necessary to 

handle all the paperwork involved, measures will hn to be taken in oo-openiion 

with the industry and the ministry, to reduce this probi«, to acceptable pro- 
portions. 
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III.    RECOWŒNÛfcTIONS 

Leather 

Because of the impórtanos of leather in upgrading ladies'Bhoes and 

in keeping paoe with world market trendB, the improvement of suitable full- 

grain leather and soft finish should have top priority.   Although softness 

is more of a subjective criteria and not specifically measurable, tanneries 

and shoe manufacturers should seriously start thinking in terms of soft 

finishes, uniform thickness and colours. 

Striot regulations     end standards dating from 1964 need to be revised, 

corrected leather should be used muoh less in fashion'shoes, and specifications 

and delivery dates Bhould be scrupulously observed.    Onoe the requirements 

of the shoe industry are made clear,  the oo-operation of local industry, the 

Leather and Shoe Institute and the Organisation of Leather and Shoe 

Technicians will mr''e it possible to define needs and improve the situation. 

Local tanneries are already producing s.»ft, light-height, good-quality 

leathers for the Hungarian garment industry, and also contemplating the 

production of this type of leather for export.    It would therefore be logical 

to assume that upper leather can also be improved if the following steps were 

taken 1    the best-quality rawhides should be ohosen}    oorreoted leathers 

Bhould be used muoh ISBS in fashion models)    greater care and attention 

should be taken in the cutting room where faulty parts must be deteoted and 

eliminated)    rigid and outdated standards and regulations should be revised, 

relaxed, and better adapted to present conditions and modern trends in 

the shoe industry. 

Styling, modelling and pattern-making 

Since this group; recently reorganised under produot development (see 

annex V), will play a significant role in achieving improved, updated styling 

to meet inoreased western export demands and also to supply the home market 

with shoes of higher standards of quality, fashion and finish, the following 

suggestions are submitted for considérât ioni 

1 
ì 

Á 
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1. More oomplete and better information should be provided regarding 

ouBtomer needs and requests,   30 that a well-balanced line for merchandising 

can be established.    Better marketing guidelines would make it posible to 

reduce the number of samples  (often  too much alike), and concentrate more 

on real needs and original designs, 

2. Fashion   journals,  samples of new styles and pullovers from foreign 

fashion centers, as well as an ample  supply of leathers, accessories, 

lasts and heels should be readily available at all  times,  to create a 

dynamic and stimulating atmosphere  and good working conditions. 

3. It might be appropriate  to involve more  technically informed persons 

not only artists,  in the creation of new styles, so as to create a good 

balance between designers   and shop   -technicians, who are better aware of 

possibilities and limitations in the  MC factory.. 

4. Since lasts are very important   in the creation  of a new Une,   special 

consideration will have to be given  to good fittings,  particularly for 

categories such a¡j street and walking shoes for ladies or cnildren's shoes,, 

where good fitting is often more important than style or fashion. 

5. Wear tests should play a prominent part  in the  presentation of new styles, 

new materiale  or new constructions,   and should be carried out very thoroughly 

(to ensure in particular the security of the sole attachment).. 

6. More pullovers    at pre-selections and jury meetings should be used) 

it would be easier and faster to decide on new styles, heels or colours, 

without going into the longer operation of presenting finished shoes,  and the 

prooedure would be more flexible. 

7. Jury meetings should be better balanoed, with commercial management and 

marketing taking a more active part  in deciding on new lines.    It might even 

be desirable to have outside people  occasionally invited to 3tate their 

views  (shoe sales personnel,  consumers    sto.). 

8. To save time, which is so important in the fashion market, it would be 

of great advantage to grant a fixed dollar amount for the purchase of samples, 

pullovers, materials or accessories,  for example at shows or trade fairs. 

The NC oould thereby speed up its production of samples, trial runs and tests, 

and shorten the otherwise lengthy administrative procedures for obtaining 

the import permit required in each oase. 

9. Finished shoes Bhould be displayed by mannequins in order to ensure 

better evaluations and presentation and to reach faster decisions. 
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10. Close contacta should be maintained with the garment industry, which is 

to a considerable extent influencing shoe fashion, and all participants  in local 

or foreign fashion or trade shown,  besides bringing back ideas,  should also 

bring samples  of shoes and materials for study and tests. 

11. In the  search for speedy lines of communications and fast decision-making, 

consideration should be given to the  possibility of incorporating styling into 

the commercial group,  rather than the technical management section. 

12. Assistance from UNIDO    should be stepped up,  so as to aoquaint this group 

with the  latest developments in the  field of pattern making and to stimulate 

and simplify its work. 

13. It  also seems desirable to keep the sample room and all current styles, 

as well as previous models and samples,  within easy reach or the design team; 

this would considerably facilitate its work. 

14. Since CMEA export accounts for such an important part of sales,  it would 

be appropriate for the chief of the department to visit Moscow during the pre- 

season in order to discuss marketing arrangements and requirements.    He  might 

at the  same time be able to see samples which Raznoexport has chosen from 

we st era manufact ure rs. 

Quality control 

This group should be completely free of commercial or technical concerns, 

having the sole purpose of rejecting each and every pair of shoes whioh is not 

up to standard.    Strict and precise guidelines must be established for all 

those connected with quality control.    A perfect  sample shoe must  serve as a 

prototype  for  judging finished shoes,  and each member of this group must have 

definite responsibilities, so that  rejects can be traced back to the person 

who let the shoe pass.    High standards of stitching, finishing,  lining and 

presentation should be observed for MC production,  criteria whioh are so impor- 

tant for upgrading the product and improving the image and over-all standard 

of quality. 
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Of particular importance will be the reception of leather from the tanneries, 

and the greatest care  should be attached to the procedure involved.     It might 

prove to be good policy to reject deliveries altogether from time to time  if 

they do not  conform to  sample  or standards,   and to make the  tanneries more 

aware  of their duty to  fulfil  their contractual obligations. 

More wear tests  should be carried out at  regular intervals, and hopefully 

the newly-adopted system of DH (zero defect)   could contribute  significantly 

to the  solution of existing problems,  in particular'  the  security of  sols 

attachments,   which   represents  the major part   of customer- eornptaint&. 

Of all the  factors  leading to the  production of faulty  .ihoes,   work 

discipline is certainly one of  the most decisive.    Workers and employees 

at all levels must be made aware of the    need  to achieve higher standards 

of- quality and have a certain    sense of pride  in their work.     Professional 

consciousness should be the theme for each  worker and each team. 

If it is feasible  in the  frame work of a wage policy, an affective 

system of premiums should be devised for those who obtain better or above- 

average results;  this should stimulate the entire work force to improve its 

performance. 

Productivity,  training and upgrading production 

Improved productivity must be the main target.    As mentioned before, 

the technical staff of the MC is highly qualified;  it  should  form work groups 

or    teams (using DH methods),   study procedures in the factory,  carry out surveys 

of different  stages of production, monitor work discipline and submit  their 

findings to the technical management  for purposes of testing.    Labour-saving 

devioes,  reduoed handling or teohnical advances could improve  current methods. 

Good ideas and proposals should, of course,  be encouraged and rewarded. 

3inoe labour,  especially skilled labour,   is in short  supply,   one way to 

achieve better results would be to motivate the workers, inform them of their 

tasks,  instil professional consciousness, make them quality-minded,  and give 

them a share of responsibility in the production process.    An effectif training 

programme should be initiated for both newly-fcired and experienced workers. 

Qualified work foroes must be trained in orrler to improve productivity, product 

quality and sffioisnoy, and to reduce the volume of defective products, rejects 
and the seourity pa i rage. 
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The help of UNIDO in trying to find suitable places for three Hungarian 

technicians to receive in-plant training (as provided for under the present 

project) could prove very useful and effective. Preferenoe should be given 

to factories (such as Jourdan) using highly advanced technologies and 

producing better grade ladies' fashion shoes. It should be noted, however» 

that the language barrier might raise certain difficulties in the seleotion 

process. 

Upgrading should beoome the leitmotiv for everybody in the MC faotoryi 

everybody should be quality-conscious and there should be a sense of pride 

in doing a good job and contributing to the   over-all success.    Moreover, as 

previously stated,  should it appear feasible under local conditions, an 

effective system of premiums and incentives could be used to promote good 

workmanship and improvements, and reward outstanding service by teams or 

brigades.    It should be payed on the basis of merit alone, and not as part 

of the  salary. 

Suggestion boxes are currently used in the MC.    This system should be 

further extended.    People must be motivated and informed about their functions, 

and muat feel themselves to be a part of the work process.    In general, 

decisions taken in groups have a better chanoe to succeed than individual 

decisions or those imposed from above. 

Marketing 

Existing procedures were outlined above and fairly complete guidelines 

for the establishment of a modern marketing organisation are given in annex IV* 

It is fair to say that technical improvements, productivity, quality 

control and, above all,  leather will have to be considered, before marketing 

oan really beoome effective and play the role expected of it    in improving 

the image of the MC and satisfying market demand«    The next five-year plan 

(1976-1980) will provide the basis for long-range planning and forecasts, 

in whioh   marketing oould play a vital role (see annex VI). 

With regard to current conditions, the following steps should be taken1 

1.      Consideration should be given to the inolusion of a progressive marketing 

organisation in the management struoture, as suggested in annex V, and mors 

people and more time should be devoted to marketing questions. 

1 
1 
Ì 
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2. Market studies should be intensified by frequent contaotB with consumers, 

retailers and wholesalers.   Opinion polls should be used more often to 

determine trends and demand, and to assess the market acceptance and 

penetration of MG production.    Paying more attention to looal trends could be 

very helpful  in preparing for export  to western countries. 

3. Contacts with CMEA customers  should be intensified, and marketing 

should be one of the matters dealt with by agents on visits to Moscow, 

Leningrad and other centres to gather the firBt-hand information so valuable 

for creating a new line.    If Tannimpex is not providing enough information 

and assistance,  a thorough and independent research effort should be under- 

taken before launching into a new line.    The eastern market is very 

important for MC production, and would justify a close look at its real 

needs and expectations. 

4. With regard to western markets,  which are fashion-conscious,  fast-changing 

and highly competitive in quality and prices,  contacts will be more difficult 

to establish and market trends more  difficult to follow.    Here Tannimpex 

will have to play a more important part  in the provision of vital information 

about market developments, samples and sources of supply.    Since Tannimpex 

is established in trading centres like Vienna,  London or Stuttgart, and not 

in fashion centres,  it should be their role to act as an intermediary,  to 

establish contacts with large consumer organizations, wholesalers or 

department stores,  and to try to meet  their needs in relation to production 

capacities and possiblities.      It would hardly be practical to prepare even 

large-soale collections for western markets, which under present conditions 

would have only very slim chances of success. 

5»      It does seem, however, that the fastest   and surest way to penetrate 

western markets at this stage and obtain a share of production for export 

would be to try joint commercial enterprises with western manufacturers or 

distributors.    Contacts e^ould be considered with leading industries,  suoh 

as Jourdan, Salamander, Bata or similiar organisations, and an effort made 

to attract their interest in the Hungarian market, and in gradually building 

up a stable relationship, which oould lead to regular contracts in the future, 

under neutral names or their own brand names, and for either western markets 

or eastern exports^    Such an arrangement could also be profitable for the 

hone market, which is ready to sell better-grade fashion shoes.     This 

would make it possible to work in full knowledge of requirements, to have the 

advantage of their experience on western markets, their marketing skill and 

merchandising ability, and their sources of supply if need be, and to build 

up a regular share of the market, according to production oapaoities. 
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6»     Tanniapex should by all Mans présent the Nino samples distinctly and 

separately fro« the others in their showrooms and displaya«   The image of 

Mino should be improved on its own merits with regard to styling«   quality 

and finish« 

7»     It would also be worthwhile to package shoes in better and more attractive 

shoe boxes«    The very fist impression the customer gets is most often that 

of the shoe box   and it should be favourable« 

Customer returns and claims 

Customer returns and claims raise very serious and costly problems for 

the entire shoe industry, partly owing to insufficient quality control or 
production defeots, but to a great extent also to an outdated law which leaves 

loopholes and will need some revision«    It will never be possible to establish 

how many oustoaer complaints or returns are justified, and how many are 

abuses or even willful defects caused by the customer. 

The existing policy of returns should be changed along the following 
linesi 

1«     The time limit for returns (ourrently six months) should be reduced. 

2«     Minor and easily repairable defeots should be repaired free of charge 

to the customer* 

3»     Returns from retail oustomers should be scrutinized more severely and 

worn-out shoes or obviously inflicted damages not be aooepted by the 

responsible personnel« 

4«     Greater vigilance and strioter quality oontrols should be prevoti sed in 

the factories» frequent wear tests oonduoted« and striot rules of discipline 

imposed« primarily in the areas of roughing and cementing of solea» which 

involve over 50** of returns. 

5«     Claims and related questions should ba handled by the economic or financial 

department» of the MC and not by the marketing group* 

Prion structure 

An in-depth consideration of the very intricate and nulti-faoeted 

qnestion of prioen and their application would be outside the fwnework of 

this report» but an attempt will be made to olarify a few points neoessary 
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for an understanding of the basic problem, and how it relates to calculations 
and profit margins. 

The forint is a non-oonvertible ourrenoy, with one commercial exchange 

rate against the united States dollar    (Ft 40'  •   tU8 l), and one non- 

oooraeroial rate    (Ft 20.63    •   tU8 1).      The former is applied for import 

and export transactions.    Pour prioe categories are used, the first of 

which hardly affeots the shoe industry, exoept for work shoesj    otherwise 

it is mainly applied for basic food iterati.    The second oategory is a 

fixed price struoture for children's shoes, sizes 19-23, and is subsidised 

by the Government.    The third oategory is the one which oonoerns »no's 

production the most, as it affeots 8# of the home market, and is the most 

limited and rigid oategory of them all.    The fourth oategory is a more or 

less freo price calculation, concerning better-grade fashion shoes and better 

qualities of leathers like patent, aniline-tanned,natural grain and chevreau. 

Export prices are generally free in their calculation, but limited 

of cour Be by competition and the general rule of supply and demand.   Under 

oertain oiroumstanoes, however, export subsidies can be obtained.   With 

regard to the third oategory, which is calculated on the basis of total cost 

prioe plus 60JÉ of wages plus 10jC for profit, and considering that the 

average wage is Ft 10/pair and the average price of shoes Ft 200, all that 

is left  is a meager Ft 6,  or 3jl for one pair of shoes. 

It is quite olear that under these ciroumstanoes, with such limited and 

low profit margins, improvements in the factory and upgrading production 

will be extremely difficult, if not impossible.   Aooomnt must also be taken 

of the fact that the MC is engaged primarily in the fashion market, whioh 

by nature involves muoh higher risks, and should have an approach different 

from that applied to the production of everyday utility-type shoes.   A good 

policy would be to encourage local industry, to permit suffioient profit margins 

to work towards improvements, to allow more flexibility in better grade shoes 

and better leathers for the home market, and to limit imports of fashion 

shoes and fashion sandals, whioh oould be produoed by Kino.   It would also 

be advisable to prepare a study of   home market demand for better quality 

and up-to-date fashion shoes, in order to determine categories, quantities 

and prioe ranges whioh the looal consumer would be prepared to pay, and *nen 

to discuss this matter in oo-operation with the responsible government 
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department with a view to obtaining a more realistic oaloulation for 

better grade shoes» 

A reasonable increase in profit margins oould largely contribute to 

improvements in production and the upgrading of shoes,  which is so 

urgently needed to reach the goal of satisfying the    hone market to a 

greater extent, and preparing production for the competitive western export 

market» 

I 
I 

Penerai observations 

It is worth repeating ttet management realizes the need for improvements 

in all directions» but also knowB the limitations and difficulties involved. 

The ladies' shoe industry is to a great extent dependent on fashion and 

is changing fast from season to season»     In the home market, for example, 

which according to conservative estimates is satisfying only between 5-10^ 

of local demand, those responsible for the choice of foot-wear supplies for 

wholesale and retail outlets seem to be  insufficiently informed about 

customer needs or current fashion trends.    The choice at the MurtfH factory 

gave some clues about the rather conservative thinking of the buyers and 

their limited choice for merchandising, and the recent showing of high-grade 

fashion models was not very encouraging. 

Under these circumstances, and in view of the need to reach quicker 

decisions concerning this rapidly changing market and  to be able to study 

market trends first-hand and realistically, it would be advisable for Mino 

to open one or two retail outlets, primarily for better-quality shoes.   This 

would enable it to obtain market information and experience more quickly and 

accurately than having to rely on information whioh might not always 

oorrectly refleot what the oustomer really wants»    Fashion shoes or more 

classical styles could be presented and could oompete very favourably with 

many of the imports currently seen in the local shoe  stores. 

The expert would be glad to assist  in preliminary studies of such a 

pilot store or unit, whioh, if Buocessful, oould contribute largely to 

achieving better market information and penetration» and lead to upgraded 

production m Nino factories. 

J 
I 
] 
1 
1 
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Table 3.    Gross sales and returns 

Hoe* market 
Percen- 
tage of 
returns 

Erport 
Tear ¡Jross sales 

(thousands 
of pairs) 

Returns 
per  thou- 
sand pairs 

Gross sales 
(thousands 
of pairs) 

Returns 
per thou- 
sand pairs 

Percen- 
tage of 
returns 

1970 ,2.791 43 1.5 3,426 65 1.9 
I971 2,590 143 5.5 3,250 161 4.9 
1972 2,9«2 65 2.2 2,934 176 5.9 
I973 3.O92 68 2.2 3,284 55 1.6 
1974 2,543 27 1.06 3,550 41 1.1 
1975 2.663 Já 1.3 3.989 J8 1.9 

Total 16,661 380 20,433 576 
Average 2.3 2.8 

Table 4.    Best-selling lines 

Ye*r 
Production 
(thousands Nunber of 

styles Pairs/style 

Total production for 
3tyles produced in 

quantities of not  less 
of pairs) than 25,000 pairs 

(thousands of pairs) 

1970 6,264 636 9,849 3,34« 
I97I 5,915 471 12,559 3,791 
I972 5,406 44« 12,067 2,760 
1973 6,166 366 16,847 3,619 
I974 6,003 452 13,281 2,806 
I975 6,464 536 12,061 2,836 

Sguroji    Mintfeigi Cipogyár,  Decea-ber 1975, 
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Annex II 

TANNIMPEX TIMETABLE TOR  SHOE EXPORT TO EASTERN  COUNTRIES IN 1977 

The following timetable was received from Tannimpex regarding the prepara- 

tion of the line of shoes for export to eastern countries in 1977• 

About 6ofo of the new collection,   containing all  types of shoeß,   should be 

sent  for preselection.    Por this preselection one shoe  should be sent not la^er 

than 5 January 1976.    Work will  start with Raznoexport on 10 January.    The 

response to the new line will  be communicated to the  factories by 30 January. 

With  regard to requirements  of the other eastern countries,  the factories will 

be informed by 30 January.    Technical descriptions must be sent to Tannimpex 

(as in the past two years)  containing a short  description of the sample and 

technical details of new materials.    Por the other eastern partners,  additional 

sampleB will have to be provided    by      15 March.    The complete collection for the 

USSR must be ready by 15 April and three pairs of samples must each be sent to 

Tannimpex.    Contract discussions with the USSR will  start  on 11 May in Moscow. 

The needs of other markets will be communicated subsequently. 

Styling suggestions 

1. Samples should be included which appear suitable for export to both 

eastern and western countries at reasonable prices,  and whioh have not already 

been acoepted or ordered by western oountries. 

2. The composition of the line should inolude any samples or new styles 

which might fall into the relevant price brackets. 

3. New leathers,  artificial leathers and solos should be included in 

samples of the new line. 

4. New fashion soles and heels should also bo included in the now lino, 

and it  should be remembered that the USSR has lately not boon satisfied with 

the last widths of Hungarian shoes. 

5. Pigskin should be used extensively. 

6. If volour or split velour is used in the samples,  it is important to 

cut uppers fro« the regular run of the leather and not fro« sample leather,  be- 

cause of irregularities found in the latter. 
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7*    Platforms or covered platforms should not be inoluded in exports to 

the USSR. 

8*    Ladies' boots should provide samples of corrected leather. 

9*    Ine continuing interest in compensated soles should not be overlooked. 

10. Sandals should be more closed on the toes. 

11. The front uppers of ladies' boots should be of one piece,  since modele 

with pieces sewn together have given trouble in the past. 

Some technical observations about styling 

1. Artificial leather must be used for back lining (except in winter 

shoes). For uni i ned pumps, artificial leather can be used at the back, and 

lining and sock linings    can be of artificial leather in sandals. 

2.    For fur-lined and welted ehoes and those with leath« 

leather insoles should be used. 
only 

3«    The inner lining must be either felt or original lining glued to an 

artificial inner sole. 

4*    Pigskin and split velour are acceptable for spring and summer. 

5«    Skived seams and edges must be either perfectly folded or, if visi- 

ble,  show a perfectly neat finish. 

6.    Wherever ornaments or buckles are used and hold leather stripe, these 

have to be sewn on in double stitch. 

7*    In general all sample shoes should have a better finish, elnoe oom- 

plmints have often been voiced in previous years about finishing. 

Other matters 

1*    If samples of the same style are presented in leather and artificial 

leather, different reference   numbers should be used. 

2. Sample numbers on the inside must be legible, and tiokets with de- 

tails sust be glued to the sole with self-adhesive stickers and not attaohed 

by string. 

3*    The sticker should specify the name of the upper leather, the colour, 

the lining, the sole and the last. 

4.    Price lists should be forwarded together with the samples. 
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Anne* III 

SUMMARY OP TALKS HELD ON 20 JANUARY I976 AT THE 
LEATHER, ARTIFICIAL LEATHER AND SHOE INSTITUTE 

Vary useful and frank talks were held, and questions concerning the qual- 

ity of leather,  stress and abrasion tests,  and standard regulations for the 

leather and shoe industry have been reviewed.    It was established that since 

the regulations came into force about I5 years ago,  they have become  somewhat 

outdated and more of a handicap in the light of the present requirements of 

the shoe industry.    Manufacturers seem to be aware of this problem, and pre- 

liminary discussions have already been started with the Bureau of Standardisa- 

tion for further action and to remedy this situation.    Since the Institute has 

only advisory capacity, it will be up to the Ministry, in co-operation with 

the tanneries, and'.the shoe manufacturers,  to review and co-ordinate these 

standards. 

The talks also covered other important factors determining the quality of 

•hoes,  such as the softness,  the grain and the finish of the leather, which 

will play a vital role in the production of lightweight shoes and the process 

of upgrading.    The Institute is aware that deliveries from the tanneries are 

not always in accordance with samples or standards,  such as those of colour or 

classification, and that corrected leathers are already used much less in 

western production. 

The problem of customer complaints and returns was also discussed.    The 

Institute is fully aware of the situation, and of the fact that the looaening 

of soles is the prime cause of complaint.    Since the cement is frequently 

tested,  it is much more a problem of work discipline or insufficient roughing. 

•ven if abuse« on the part of the customer occur,  it is obvious that better 

work discipline, frequent oheoka and quality controls could greatly reduoe the 

heavy ooets inourred by the whole Hungarian shoe industry as a result of customer 

ooaplaints.    The following recommendations arose from the talks on the improve- 

ment and upgrading of ourrent produotionst 

1.    Current standards and regulations for the leather and «hoe industry 

should be reviewed and relaxed to bring them more in line with current techno- 

logy and demand for modern, lightweight shoes. 
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2t   Better oo-operation should be established between the taaneri«« and 

•bo« annufaoturers, and they should be sede attar« of now trends and desead, and 

•aoouraged to «Met «pacification« and delivery dates. 

3. The use of corrected leather «hould be avoided a« «neh aa penible. 

4. While endeavouring to produce b«tter-grade leathers for the «hoe 

industry   and to upgrade production, consideration should be given to allowing 

higher profit «argina a« a mans of stimulating Manufacturers in the «hoe 
industry to produce higher-quality shoe«. 

5. The training of a compétent and disciplined work foroe should be the 
target for the who It industry,  if over-all iaproveewats are to be obtained. 

À 
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Annex IV 

MARKETING 

The primary objectives of the UNIDO marketing programme for the MC are 

the following: 
(a) To introduce a modern marketing system into the management   structure; 

(b) To assess the possibilities for the domestic and export markets and 
advise on requirements to increase sales in those markets; 

(c) To work with the shoe design expert,  achieving styles and designs for 
export to Western European markets, and to co-ordinate his efforts with other 
technical experts; 

(d) To work with national counterparts and advise on modern trends a3 
applied to the Marketing of fashion foot-wear. 

In short,  the long-range objective is to introduce a modern marketing system 

which will help to increase export potential,  mainly to western countries. 

Marketing primarily determines the needs of the consumer and trys to 

satisfy them.    It helpB to establish forecasts and estimates and trys to anti- 

cipate and influence the needs of changing production,   taking into account con- 

sumer demand and general market trends.    The marketing concept and related 

strategies and action plans can also be defined as instruments for production 

planning and diverBificatien by the following means: 

(a) Marketing planning, in other words, defining and planning the pro- 
duct in terms of specifications, quality, quantity and time, and in accordance 
with current market trends; 

(b) Pricing strategy, which selects the policy according to competition, 
purchasing power or national habits; 

(c) Product policy and promotion; 

(d) Selecting channels of distribution of the product; 

(•)    Market research and exploratory surveys; 

(f)    Assessing Marketing results and follow-up. 

Shoes are a typical consumer item of great necessity.    Consumption has sig- 

nificantly increased world-wide under the stimulus of fashion and technology, 

and also of an ever-increasing standard of living.    Modern technology and fash- 

ion are influencing our way of life, constantly creating new possibilities, new 

products and materials,  and new production methods.    This trend is spreading 

and conquering markets faster than at any time in the past,  crossing frontiers 

and saking old styles or products obsolete;  this has to be taken into account 

and watched very closely,  because new products can influence market   trends 

I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 

] 
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and buying habits to a great extent. In Hungary where political and economic 

stability exists and the standard of living is improving regularly, it is quite 

natural that the consumer is becoming more conscious of quality and fashion all 

the time, and requesting better and more up-to-date products. 

Market research and analysis will help manufacturers to recognize the in- 

creasingly demanding needs of the consumer, and stimulate awareness of fashion 

and s.tyle trends, the development of higher quality standards, and the promotion 

of better presentation and finishing. Even if some markets are slower to adopt 

modern trends than others, travelling, television and the press are constantly 

reducing these time factors, and several examples can be cited to prove that 

fashion styles and trends are readily adopted, regardless of geographical or 

political frontiers.  Market planning will also provide the tools for estab- 

lishing forecasts and planning production. Only on the basis of the most com- 

plete information and a maximum amount of facts and figures regarding customer 

demand and market trends should these forecasts be projected over one, five or 

ten years, or over even longer or shorter periods. Such forecasts should also 

take into account technical production requirements, the provision of machinery 

and equipment, raw materials supplies, the production of leather, synthetics, 

soles, heels and lasts, etc. 

There is unfortunately no precise method of establishing accurate estimates, 

but close approximations can be reached and major mistakes or delays avoided if 

the basic market surveys and analyses are carried out in co-operation with pro- 

duction and product development services. 

A number of suggestions, procedures and guidelines for the establishment 

of a marketing section at the MC are given below. Some of them might not yet 

be applicable under present circumstances. Nevertheless, they provide a broad 

outline of the steps to be followed if marketing is to play the important role 

expected of it in the modern management structure. 

1. Needs should be identified n .h« basis of quality and quantity. 

2. A thorough knowledge of markets, estimates and forecasts should be 

acquired for future planning. 

3. Management should establish a marketing budget to ensure advance plan- 

ning of projects and campaigns. 

4. The production programme for the MC should include the following main 

categories: ladies» shoes, girls» and teenagers» shoes, and children's shoeB. 
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5. A further subdivision should cover leather and synthetic uppers and 

the following additional main categories:    evening,  de luxe and fashion shoes; 

street,  Bports and walking shoes; work shoeo;  sandals,  open-toe (or similarly 

styled) and leisure shoes. 

6. Further categories should be established, based on such factors as the 

following:    seasons, home or export markets (possibly eastern and western), 

price ranges, and the differing needs of town and country (the ratio between 

the urban and rural population is now about 50/50). 

7. Vital  statistics for the population as a whole should be kept up to 

date,  and particular attention should be paid to the needs, buying habits and 

buying power of specific age groups,  such as younger and more fashion-conscious 

women and girls, and also middle-aged and elderly ladies, who are more inclined 

to prefer good fittings and comfort. 

8. Regular contacts should be maintained with the Fashion Institute,  and 

trends in the garment industry, which influences shoe fashion to a large extant, 

should be followed. 

9. Participation in fashion and trade shows should be encouraged.    It is 

important that all participants,  either locally or in foreign countries,  should 

obtain sufficient information and supplies of samples for further examination 

and selection.    These should have the widest circulation possible, and moat of 

all among the group of Stylists and designers,  so es to stimulate their crea- 

tive thinking. 

10. Plans should be made to meet the needs of both local and foreign holiday- 

makers and tourists. 

11. The home market should be followed very closely, and close contacta 

maintained with retail stores and wholesale houses to determine their views and 

needs and to assess performances. 

12. There should be frequent contacts with Tannimpex, which should play 

an important part in supplying information about foreign market needs through 

their three foreign offices. 

13. Regular contact should be maintained with the local leather and acces- 

sories organisation.    Its information and practical assistance should be helpful 

for the oreation of new lines (for example, light California sandals made of 

pigskin). 
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14*    Marketing considerations must be taken into account at jury «««tinge 

•ad th« Marketing point of view defended in the selection of styles and Models. 

15«    Ther« should be close co-operation with product development for the 

solution of Mutual problems and the upgrading of production. 

16. Fashion and trade publications and also  samples of new shoes brought 

fro« abroad should have the widest circulation possible, and new ideas should 

be discussed,  not only by technicians,  but also by all those connected with 

•aler,  especially women employees. 

17. Account  should be taken of the ever-increasing influence of the active 

femala wag«-earner on buying habits and purchasing power   (they represent  44JS 

of the total work  force  an against  only 29.2$ in 1949). 

18. Everything should be done to improve the image of th« MC as the fore- 

most ffiingarian quality-shoe producer.    One important step in that direction 

would be the use of more attractive packaging. 

19. Well-planned publicity campaigns, co-ordinated with the appearance of 

the new line on the market or other special occasions, could make the MC better 

known and increase sal AS. 

20. Planning should be directed to the production of large series of shoes 

(a minimum of 5,000 pairs for each style), using the same equipment for economy's 

sake, and presenting variations of colour, ornament and in other respects, with- 

out changing the basic pattern. 

21. Opinion polls  should be conducted on special occasions,   such as trade 

shows,  sports events,  rallies or conventions,   in order to gather information 

about market trends and requirements and the performance of MC shoes. 

22. Up-to-date information should be regularly obtained from the Chamber 

of Commerce about regulations,  quotas,  shipping rates or import and export con- 

ditions,  forms to filled out    etc. 

23. The market penetration of the to,: in general and of certain styles in 

particular should be analysed in order to draw up plans for the following season. 

24«    Marketing personnel  should have commercial experience,  but college 

students could be recruited for pure research. 
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Anno» V 
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Anne» VI 

THE DEVELOPMENT OP THE LEATHER AND SHOE INDUSTRY UNDER 
HUNGARY'S FIVE-YEAR PUN POR I976-I98O 

Official figures and data on the development programme of the leather and 

shoe industry have been requested    but are not yet available.    However#  the 

date and proposals on pages 369 and 370 of the official bulletin of the Ministry 

of Light Industry, No. 29,   issued on 31 December 1975»  provide some useful indi- 

cations in this respect. 

Within the framework of the next five-year plan,  the following suggestions 

are made for 1976: 

(a) Shoe production for I976 should amount to 45-46 million pairs} 

(b) All production depending on the Ministry of Light Industry and in- 
tended for the home market  should be increased by 6-7$; 

(c) Every effort  should be made to  satisfy the home market demand for 
leather shoes} 

(d) Exports to eastern countries should be slowly and consistently in- 
creased, and those to western countries should rise considerably. 

The proposals and forecasts of the MC for the next five-year plan,  currently 

under consideration by the Ministry of Light Industry, but not yet finalised, are 

the following: 

(a) Production     should be increased in the following categories:    de luxe 
(+ 5$) I fashion shoes (+ 15$) J middle class (+ 30$) j  cheaper categories,  tex- 
tile and synthetics (+ 20$) j and children (+ 30$).    This represents a total in- 
crease of 100$j 

(b) Up tö 60$ of full-grain leather and 10$ of pigskin leather (in ample 
supply locally)  should be used for MC productionj 

(c) An additional  10$ of imported leather will be used,  and the linings 
of leather shoes will consist of 20$ of better-grade leather,  30$ of natural 
leather and 30$ of split leather; 

(d) There will be a market for an estimated 8.7 million pairs of foot- 
wear in I960,  of which 3.3 will be for domestic consumption,  3.4 for the CMEA 
countries,  and 2.0 for western export; 

(e) The seven state-controlled enterprises should produce 36.7 million 
pairs, 17.5 of which would be for the home market,  12.6 for the CMEA countries, 
and 6.6 for western export; 

(f) Hungary's total production of foot-wear should reach 54 million 
pairs by 1980,  28.6 of which would be for the home market,  16.7 for the CMEA 
countries,  and 8.7 for western export. 
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